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Abstract

In this document the description of the SciFi geometry (version 6.3) in the simulation
of the LHCb upgrade is presented. The description uses the latest information on
the technical drawings, but some simplifications have been made to save CPU time.
It is written in the standard xml format that is used within the LHCb simulation.
An overview is given on the positions, dimensions and materials of the detector
elements. The material budget for the three stations, averaged for pseudorapidities
in the range 2.2 < η < 4.5, is calculated to be 7.83% of a hadronic interaction length
and 14.4% of a radiation length.





1 Introduction1

The SciFi geometry is described in the LHCb simulation [1] using xml files. The geometry2

description in this note refers to version v6.3. Compared to previous versions (before3

v6) this description uses more recent information on the positions and dimensions of the4

detector elements, and it uses the new readout format as proposed in Ref. [2] has been5

implemented. This document largely supersedes the previous LHCb notes describing the6

v1.6 geometry [3] and the v2 geometry [4].7

In geometry v6.1,1 many major improvements have been incorporated, besides the8

new readout format. They include the rectangular beam hole, the correct number of9

modules per layer (ten in stations T1, T2 and twelve in T3), and correct dimensions.10

Furthermore, the detector conditions include now alignment conditions for all SciFi11

detector elements. The default offsets and rotations are zero, which can modified to12

allow for small displacements and rotations of the detector elements. The fibre mats are13

currently the smallest elements and can be aligned individually. In previous versions14

the smallest element was a (half-)module. The fibre mats have a sensitiveVolumeID15

defined, corresponding to their channel numbering. After the Geant simulation, this16

number is stored in the MCHit objects to speed up the simulation. Finally, mother volumes17

have been defined for the stations, layers and modules. These mother volumes have18

no physical meaning, but are needed to speed up the tracking of particles through the19

detector material, both in the simulation and in the reconstruction.20

In geometry v6.2,2 the description of the C-frames has been added (cf. Sect. 2.3). In21

addition, the positions of the stations have been adjusted to reflect the latest information.22

Finally, the small overlap with the RICH2 volume has been removed by shaving off a23

small section from the SciFi mother volume.24

In geometry v6.3,3 the side walls of the modules and the circular cutout have been25

implemented. Further, minor changes are that the air gap between the modules has26

increased by 1 mm, the gap in y between the modules has also increased by 1 mm, and27

the pitch in z between the layers within a C-frame has decreased by 0.2 mm.28

2 Geometry description29

The building block of the SciFi detector consists of modules. Their dimensions and their30

material are described in the Sect. 2.1. By placing the SciFi modules at the right positions,31

the layers and stations are constructed, which is described in Sect. 2.2). Finally, the32

description of the C-frames is presented in Sect. 2.3.33

2.1 Modules34

A full SciFi module consists of an upper and lower half, both of which are read out35

individually. Also the fibre mats are split in an upper and lower part, with a mirror at36

the end closest to the y = 0 plane. For this reason the building blocks in the geometry37

description are actually half-modules; either a lower or upper part. This is similar to how38

1Geometry v6.1 corresponds to database tags dddb-20170301 and sim-20170301-vc-md100 or later.
2Geometry v6.2 corresponds to database tags dddb-20170726 and sim-20170301-vc-md100 or later.
3Geometry v6.3 corresponds to database tags dddb-20171122 and sim-20170301-vc-md100 or later.
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Figure 1: Construction of central module of the SciFi detector. (left to right) A module consists
of four mats; the right-most mat has a cutout for the beam pipe. The aluminium endplugs and
polycarbonate endpieces are then placed. Finally, the honeycomb support (not visible) and the
carbon-fibre skins are added. The last picture shows the module in a 3D-rotated view.

the current outer tracker is described in software. For alignment purposes the movements39

of the upper and lower half-modules can be fixed. In the following, we will refer to these40

half-modules simply as modules.41

A module consists of four mats. For the central modules, the innermost mat has a42

circular cutout to allow for a passage for the beam pipe. The cutout is centred around the43

z axis and has a radius of 115.0 mm. This means that for the stereo-layers the position of44

this circular hole is shifted in y by 23 mm with respect to the local coordinate system of45

the module. Figure 1 gives an overview on how a module is built up.46

A single mat is 130.4 mm wide and the space between two mats is 0.4 mm such that the47

pitch between two mats is 130.8 mm. The gap between the upper and lower mats is 3.0 mm.48

The mats are the sensitive volumes in the simulation, which means that for these volumes49

Geant saves the entrance and exit points as MCHit objects of the traversing particles. The50

density of the mats is 1.18 g/cm3 and the radiation length is X0 = 33.2 cm [5]. Other, less51

important, material properties (e.g. Z, A and I) are calculated as described in Ref. [4].52

At the mirror-end of the module, the polycarbonate endpieces are simulated, on both53

sides of the mats (see Fig. 2). A radiation length of 34.6 cm is used and for the calculation54

of Z, A and I, and the ratio of elements is as C16H14O3. At the readout-end, the endplugs55

are simulated, again on both sides of the mats. The shape of the endplugs is simplified56
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Figure 2: Cross section of the simplified (half-)module.

Table 1: Dimensions and weight of a (half-)module and its components.

∆x [mm] ∆y [mm] ∆z [mm] X0 [cm] ρ [ g/cm3 ] quantity mass [kg]
Fibre mats 130.4 2424.0 1.300 33.2 1.180 4 1.940
Endpiece mirror side 523.2 15.0 2.000 34.6 1.200 2 0.038
Endplug+endpieces 527.1 142.0 19.540 16.0 1.505 2 4.402
Honeycomb (Nomex) 527.1 2243.0 19.540 1300.0 0.032 2 1.479
Skin+glue+foils 527.1 2330.0 0.595 32.1 1.358 2 1.985
Side walls 0.45 2330.0 41.570 32.1 1.358 2 0.118
Total (half-)module 528.0 2425.5 41.570 1 9.961

by a basic box, since a detailed description is not necessary in this low-occupancy region.57

The material of the endplugs is aluminium with a reduced density of 1.505 g/cm3 due to58

the holes in the volume and because the endpieces on the readout side are also included59

in this volume.60

The fibre mats in a module are sandwiched between two panels of low-density hon-61

eycomb (Nomex) with ρ = 0.032 g/cm3, X0 = 1300 cm and element ratio C14H10O2N262

+ C8H12O2 [6]. Finally, the outside of the modules is covered with a skin from carbon63

fibre (200µm). To reduce the number of volumes in the simulation, this volume includes64

the panel assembly glue (260µm) and two black foils (75+60µm). Averaging this extra65

material over this 595µm thick layer results in ρ = 1.358 g/cm3 and X0 = 32.06 cm. The66

thickness of the honeycomb is slightly reduced (e.g. due to submersion of the glue) such67

that the total thickness of the module equals 41.57 mm. The side walls are made from the68

same material as the front and back wall and have a thickness of 450µm.69

All dimensions of the (simplified) module and its components are given in Table 1.70

The total mass of a (half-)module is found to be 9.96 kg in good agreement with the 10 kg71

as estimated in the EDR [7]. Adding the thicknesses of the honeycomb, skins and fibre72

mats, the total thickness of a module is 1.06% of X0.73
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Table 2: Station z positions.

Station z [mm]
T1 7931.0
T2 8613.0
T3 9298.0

2.2 Positioning of the modules74

In total there are five types of modules in the software: a normal module and four special75

modules with a cutout. There are two special modules for the x-layers (one with a cutout76

on the left, one with a cutout on the right), and there are two special modules for the77

stereo-layers, since the cutout has a different size/location for the stereo-layers. Note78

that this is different from the actual detector, which has only three different types of full79

modules. The reason for having two special x-layer (half-)modules is because in this way80

the channel numbering in the local frame of the module is always from left (−x) to right81

(+x). This is an important requirement, which simplifies the digitisation code significantly.82

The reason for having two special stereo (half-)modules is also because the size of the hole83

is different for the upper and lower halves.84

The air gap between two adjacent modules is 2.0 mm. This brings the module pitch85

to 530.0 mm for the x layers. For the stereo layers the pitch is 530/ cos(5◦) = 532.0 mm.86

There are five modules in a quarter for the T1 and T2 stations and six modules for the87

T3 station. The four quarters make up a layer. In the stereo layers the modules are88

rotated by −5◦ around the z axis in their local frame. In the global coordinate frame of89

LHCb, the u layer has the modules rotated by −5◦ (i.e., rotated counter-clock-wise when90

looking from the VELO), while the v layer has the modules rotated by +5◦ (i.e., rotated91

clock-wise when looking from the VELO). The pitch in z between two layers within a92

C-frame is set to 69.8 mm, while the pitch between two C-frames is 140.0 mm. This leaves93

an air gap of more than 28 mm, which is sufficient to place the C-frames.94

The positions of the stations are given in Table 2. Each station is rotated around the95

x axis in its local frame by 3.601 mrad. This rotation is needed since the global LHCb96

coordinate frame follows the inclination of the beam pipe, while the T stations are hanging97

vertically. To speed up the tracking of particles through the detector material, there are98

several mother volumes defined. The largest mother volume for the T station has a box99

shape (with a cutout for the beam pipe). Since this box is not rotated in the LHCb frame,100

there is a very small overlap with the (rotated) RICH2 volume. This problem is resolved101

by shaving off a small piece from the T-station mother volume in the lower back. This102

has no implications for the positioning of the stations. Figure 3 shows the positioning of103

all modules in the T-stations.104

2.3 C-frames105

The C-frames holds the modules in position and host the electronics boxes, cables and106

cooling pipes. The components are listed in Table 3. The material of cold boxes are107

also included in the frames to simplify the description. Per station there are two pairs of108

C-frames that are located between two layers of a SciFi-station as can be seen in Fig. 3.109

A C-frame consists of a vertical I-bar with a top and bottom plate from aluminium.110
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Figure 3: The three Scifi stations, as made up from the individual modules, including the beam
pipe and the C-frames. This picture has been made with Panoramix.

Volume Part Number Mass [kg]
Carriage Top/Bottom plate 2 34.6

I-bar 2 61.3
LV cables, distr. boxes 1 45.0
HV cables, panels, connectors 1 32.0

Total 268.8
Mounting Mounting plate top 1 13.1

Mounting plate bottom 1 13.6
Vacuum manifold 2 25.0
Cold box (12 modules) 12× 2 2.0
FEE, cover, cooling (12 modules) 12× 2 2.4
Pins, screws (12 modules) 12× 6 0.05
Others (ROB, FEC) (12 modules) 12× 2 0.6

Total 200.3

Table 3: Components and mass of one C-frame that holds 12 modules. The list is split into the
the carriage volume and the mounting volume.

The modules of the layers are connected to mounting plates that are attached to the111

top and bottom plate of the C-frame. For simplicity in the simulation, a C-frame pair112

(left+right) is represented by a rectangular frame (i.e., it cannot be opened). This frame113

is 8323.0 mm wide and 6235.0 mm high. Its y-margin is 836.4 mm for the upper part and114
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(a) 10-module station (b) 12-module station

Figure 4: The C-frame pairs shown for stations with (a) 10 and (b) 12 modules. The volumes of
the mounting plates are drawn in slighlty darker grey.

790.0 mm for the lower part. The x-margin is 850.0 mm. The thickness in z-direction of115

the C-frame pair is calculated such that the total mass of all C-frame parts, like cables,116

electronics, equals that of this simplified volume made of aluminium. This results in a117

thickness of 13.674 mm.118

Following Table 3, the C-frame without the mounting plates weighs 268.8 kg, whereas119

the mounting plates themselves weigh 200.3 kg. Thus the specific volumes have a significant120

different relative density and the mounting plates are treated as separate volumes in121

the simulation. With the upper mounting plate being 502.4 mm high and the lower one122

525.0 mm high, this results into a thickness of 21.813 mm for each mounting plate. For123

the 10-module stations (T1 and T2) the same numbers are used as for the 12-module124

station (T3). Figure 4 shows the different types of stations with its C-frames.125
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3 Material budget126

The material budget for this description is calculated in terms of total thickness in units127

of hadronic interaction length λint and radiation length X0. The radiation length is given128

for each material (see Sect. 2.1), while the hadronic interaction length is approximated by129

λint =
kN1/3

ρ
(1)

where N is the number of nucleons and k = 35.0 g/cm3 is a constant.130

In Fig. 5 we show the radiation length X0 of each layer found on an horizontal path,131

parallel with the beam pipe at x = 1 m and y = 1 m. The z positions of the transitions132

from air to skin and vice-versa are indicated in the figure. Due to the rotation of each T133

station in the LHCb coordinate frame by α = +3.601 mrad (see Sect. 2.2), these transitions134

are shifted to larger z values with respect to the ones that can be obtained from Table 2135

and the total thickness of each T station (251.57 mm). Subtracting these z values in Fig. 5136

with y tan(α), yields the intersection of each T station at x = y = 0 m, which correspond137

to the ones in Table 2. In order to cover the complete station we enlarge the z range for138

each station by 2× 18 mm, yielding,139

z(T1) = 7.787 . . . 8.075 m , (2a)

z(T2) = 8.469 . . . 8.757 m , (2b)

z(T3) = 9.154 . . . 9.442 m . (2c)

These new ranges yet cover structures up to |y| < 5 m and do not overlap with the material140

of other structures (this is especially important for T3 and RICH2.)141

Figure 5: Radiation lengths X0 of each layer found on a path parallel with the z axis at x = 1 m
and y = 1 m. The z values are the intersections between respective slice in the rotated T station
and beam pipe.
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In Fig. 6 we show the total amount of material in terms of thickness in units of hadronic142

interaction length and radiation length as function of the pseudorapidity η, averaged over143

the azimuth angle φ. The two-dimensional distributions in the x–y plane are shown in144

Fig. 7 (for T1-3), Fig. 8 (zoom), Fig. 9 (for T1), Fig. 10 (for T2) and Fig. 11 (for T3).145

Further, we show in Fig. 12 the material budget for an enlarged window size, that covers146

the full C-frame. Note that in all these figures, φ is given relative to the y axis, i.e. φ = 0147

points upwards.148

Figure 6: Amount of material in terms of thickness in units of hadronic interaction length (left)
and radiation length (right) as function of η, averaged over φ. The material is determined in the
SciFi region that covers all three T stations. We further give the total average for φ between 0
and 2π and η between 2.2 and 4.5 (range limited by dashed lines.)
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Figure 7: Amount of material in terms of thickness in units of hadronic interaction length (left)
and radiation length (right) as functions of x, y (upper) and φ, η (lower). The material is
determined for all three T stations.
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Figure 8: Amount of material in terms of thickness in units of radiation length of all three T
stations, close to the beam pipe. Note the cropped scale.
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Figure 9: Amount of material in terms of thickness in units of hadronic interaction length (left)
and radiation length (right) as functions of x, y (upper) and φ, η (lower). The material is
determined for a z range that covers the T1 station.
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Figure 10: Amount of material in terms of thickness in units of hadronic interaction length
(left) and radiation length (right) as functions of x, y (upper) and φ, η (lower). The material is
determined for a z range that covers the T2 station.
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Figure 11: Amount of material in terms of thickness in units of hadronic interaction length
(left) and radiation length (right) as functions of x, y (upper) and φ, η (lower). The material is
determined for a z range that covers the T3 station.
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Figure 12: Amount of material in terms of thickness in units of hadronic interaction length
(left) and radiation length (right) as functions of x, y (upper) and φ, η (lower). The material is
determined for a z range that covers all three T stations. The window size was chosen such,
that the C-frames are covered completely.
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4 CPU time consumption149

The Gauss project runs the event generator (mostly Pythia) and the simulation of the150

particles in the detector (Geant). The event generation for specific B decays takes about151

14 seconds,4 while that of minimum bias takes 0.1 second. The time consumption in152

Gauss, however, is completely dominated by the Geant simulation. When including the153

two previous and two next bunch crossings (spillover), a full upgrade event at (ν = 7.6)154

takes about 8 minutes to simulate. Without spillover, the time consumption is still about155

90 seconds. By adding or removing different subdetectors in the geometry, it is possible156

to estimate the contribution of each subdetector. A breakdown is given in Fig. 13. This157

shows that most time is spent in simulating the electromagnetic and hadronic showers in158

the calorimeters. After that the simulation of Cherenkov photons in the RICH detectors159

and the simulation in the VELO and beam pipe are dominant. The simulation of the SciFi160

(FT) detector takes only about 2 seconds. Hence, improvements in the time consumption161

for the SciFi have only little effect in the total time budget of Gauss. Nevertheless, for162

completeness the effect of the changes in the geometry are considered in the following.163

In Table 4, the time consumption of the SciFi simulation (only) in Gauss for different164

geometry versions is shown. The Geant simulation takes roughly the same amount of time165

in each version. A small increase (0.1 s) is seen when going from v5.0 to v6.1, which can be166

explained by the description of the individual mats in v6.1. This indicates that the Geant167

phase does not profit so much from the additional mother volumes in v6.1. Another small168

increase (0.12 s) is seen when going to v6.2, which is probably due to the addition of the169

C-frames. The cluster occupancy also increases by a negligble amount of (0.71± 0.23)%170

(relative). More interesting is that the time consumption of the SciFi simulation in the171

rest of Gauss, in particular the GetFTHits algorithm, goes down from 0.72 s to 2 ms in172

v6.1 and v6.2. This improvement is, in fact, due to the addition of mother volumes and173

the sensitiveVolumeID in the fibre mats.174

4Only a crude estimate of the time consumption has been performed using the TimingAuditor

algorithm and a machine with a speed about 2.98 times the speed of a 2.8 GHz Xeon.

Figure 13: Breakdown of the time consumption in Geant for the different subdetectors in the
LHCb upgrade.
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Table 4: Time consumption per event of the fibre tracker (FT) in Gauss for different geometry
versions.

FT version Geant [s] Rest of Gauss [s] Total [s]
v5.0 1.67 0.72 2.41
v6.1 1.76 0.00 1.76
v6.2 1.87 0.00 1.87

5 Conclusion175

The updated description of the FT in the software follows closely that of the current176

design. It follows the latest readout numbering scheme and implifications have been177

applied where possible. The material budget agrees well with estimates from the TDR.178

Improvements in the CPU time consumption have been achieved, though the effect on179

the total time budget in the simulation is negligble.180
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